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Disclaimer:
The following material is for informational purposes only and should not be construed as a recommendation or an offer to buy or sell any asset,
product or service to which this information may relate. Agrifex has not audited the information presented and does not guarantee its accuracy.
Agrifex prepares this report from public information found in newspapers, newsletters, Internet websites, agricultural documents, others and
therefore does not validate its veracity.
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The AGRIFEX Q3-2020 REPORT summarizes the main investments, sales, mergers and
acquisitions of the Agricultural sector in Argentina during the third quarter of 2020. The
circulation is carried out quarterly to develop relevant information. The document consists of
three sections:
Investments: In addition to the capital disbursements presented, it may include
financing announcements through bank loans.
Capital Market: It exposes the sector's issues in stock market financing instruments
Sales, Mergers and Acquisitions: Along with local transactions, it presents some of
the main transactions in the global sphere.

INVESTMENTS


Grupo Bahía Energía invested AR $ 1.600 MM so that its company Bojagro SA begins to
produce refined glycerin. The Company is located in the Comirsa Industrial Park in
Ramallo and will have a capacity to produce 50,000 tons per year for export.



Tecsar, a SME company from María Susana (Santa Fe province), invested US$ 200,000 of
its own to acquire technology so that they can build autonomous cereal extractor that
works without the need for a tractor and significantly reduces travel times.



The Province of Buenos Aires Government announced an investment of AR$ 40,000 MM
to reactivate the agro-industrial sector. The project consists on the installation of 23
slaughterhouses in different areas of the province. It will also seek to fund the Input Bank
of Buenos Aires Fishing Fund with better resources.



The National Government announced that AR$ 13,000 MM will be invested for the draft
decree to regulate Law 27.118 on the Historical Repair of Family Farming. 80% of the
amount comes from multilateral organizations.



Los Wertheins invested AR$ 250 MM to enter the snack market with Cachamai. In this
way, the tea and yerba mate brand expands its portfolio to start producing snacks, they
estimate an annual production of 5 million packages at its Santa Fe plant.
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Asociación de Cooperativas Argentina inaugurated a new grain and oil port in the
province of Santa Fe. Its opening required an investment of US$ 140 MM. The platform
joins the 22 existing ports in the country that export grains and processed products from
the Argentine oilseed-cereal industrial complex.



Biogenesis Bagó exported vaccines for ruminant animals for the first time to different
countries in the Middle East such as Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, among
others. US$ 7 MM were invested to complete the sale. It is estimated that the exports of
this National biotechnology company will increase by 20% in the next 3 years.

CAPITAL MARKET


CNV adjusted the maximum amounts to facilitate the access of SMEs to the capital
market. The ceiling for the issue of Corporate Bonds was also raised. The new amounts
for the agricultural sector are: AR$ 676,810,000.



Compañía de Tierras Sud Argentino obtained financing through the first direct
promissory note in the Argentine Stock Market (MAV). This is a new corporate financing
vehicle in the capital market that is characterized by being an agile, simple, and very
low-cost tool; that adapts to the needs of each company. They proceeded with the
issuance of a Dollar Linked Promissory Note for an amount of US$ 1.5 MM, within a
period of 6 months.

Investment funds


ADBlick Granos launched the second tranche of its Investment Fund. It was expected to
receive between US$ 500,000 and US$ 10 MM to continue with investments dedicated
to agricultural production. The minimum registration amount was AR$ 20,000 and has
a risk classification AA-.

Corporate Bonds


Ledesma, with the issuance of its Corporate Bond Class 8 and 9, obtained US$ 20.6 MM
to finance theirs sugar production. On one hand, Class 8 was for US$ 6.1 MM and a
Private Badlar + 3% rate with a 6 months term. On the other hand, the Corporate Bond
Class 9 was US$ 14.5 MM at a fixed annual nominal rate of 33.2% and a 12 months term.
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ORYZA SA, obtained financing by issuing its Corporate Bond Series I - Class A and Class
B, both amounting to AR$ 25 MM. In this way, it will pay for the construction of new
infrastructure and the acquisition of modern machinery. The financing was managed
through the CNV's Guaranteed SME program.



CNHI Capital placed its Corporate Bond Class 1 and Class 2 in the Capital Market. Class I
with a US$ denominated currency achieve a 0.00% rate. The amount was US$ 30.5 MM
while Class II is paid in Argentinian Peso for AR$ 700.8 MM at a rate of 36.0%. The issuer
is an entity that offers clients and concessionaires of CNH Industrial Argentina SA
financing for the acquisition of vehicles and agricultural machinery.



Arcor SAIC issued its Corporate Bond Class 15 for AR$ 2,500 MM. The instrument, 15
month term, with an initial rate of 31.74% Badlar + Margin will ensure to the leading
agribusiness company the continuation of its production on the region.



MSU issued its Corporate Bond Series VIII dollar linked for US$ 15 MM. The instrument
had a fixed rate of 0% and a 24 moth term. This grain-producing company has been in
the capital market for 6 years and has achieved an excellent reputation in terms of
meeting the obligations assumed.



Rizobacter issued its Corporate Bond Series IV obtain financing for US$ 17 MM. The
announced term is of 37 month at a 0% fixed rate.



Red Surcos, a company that develops phytosanitary products dedicated to agricultural
production, issued its Corporate Bond Series IV Dollar Linked for US$ 15 MM, it had a
4% fixed rate and a 18 term months.



Cresud successfully issued its Corporate Bond Class XXX Dollar Linked for US$ 25 MM at
a fixed rate of 2% and a 37 months term.



Liag the agricultural-livestock firm founded in 1982, issued its Corporate Bond Series IX
dollar linked for US$ 2.2 MM. The term is 38 month with a 2.98% rate.



Asociados Don Mario issued its dollar linked Corporate Bond Series V for US$ 7.8 MM.
It has a fixed 2.5% rate and a 49 month term.
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Financial Trusts


Amauta Agro announced the successful placement of Amauta Agro I, a SME Financial
Trust. It closed at a TNA of 27.83% for the senior bond. Class A fiduciary debt securities
were AR$ 174 MM while those of Class B were AR$ 39 MM. It has an 11 month term.



Red Surcos SA, launched its Financial Trust Red Surcos VIII. The nominal amount was
AR$ 256 MM. The initial rate was 30.25% Margin + Badlar. The term of the Financial
Trust is 10 months. This agricultural company also placed Red Surcos IX with a nominal
amount of AR$ 316 MM, with a Margen + Badlar rate. The 11 months term has an annual
nominal rate of 30.88%.

SALES, MERGERS and ACQUISITIONS (M&A)
Global Scope


Capitol Peak Partners, acquired the BORDEN dairy in a deal for US$ 340 M. This dairy
company one of the leading of the sector was acquired by Capitol Peak Partners that
will assume the mayor property. After closing the deal, Borden will be strongly
capitalized for continuing its production.



Euralis Semences and Caussade Semences Group announced their merger. Thus this
new entity called Lidea will be the world's top 10 in terms of the production of corn,
sunflower, rapeseed, soybean, sorghum, among others. The company will have an
estimated annual turnover of EUR 350 MM.



Cropx acquired Regen. The Israeli startup that performs data analysis and soil detection
bought the New Zealand-based company, the amount of the purchase was not
disclosed. In this way, Cropx aims to continue developing in the implementation of
smart irrigation decisions and precision effluents, an area where Regen is fully focused.



Canterra Seeds partnered with Agro Club Canada. In this way, they will develop and
launch a digital platform to create efficient technological solutions for agricultural
producers. They seek to ensure that any input company can reach farmers in the easiest
and most agile way possible.
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PowerPollen, an Ag-Tech company from the United States, closed its Series B at a value
of US$ 13 MM. In this way they obtained financing to promote and accelerate the global
adoption of their pollination on demand technology in the production of corn seeds and
expand the innovation to the wheat and rice cultivars.



Impossible Food closed through its Series G of financing for US$ 200 MM. Led by the
new investor Coatue with the support of Mirae Asset Global Investments and Temasek,
the funds raised will be used to continue developing innovative technology to make
meat from plant tissues.



Iron OX raised US$ 20 MM in its Series B financing, in this way it obtained financing to
continue with the development of robotic greenhouses, a sector in which it has been
working since 2015. The series was led by several family offices and Pathbreaker
Ventures.



NotCo, closed its third round of investment for US$ 85 MM. This startup of Chilean origin
produces meats of non-animal origin. The objective of it is to emulate the traditional
flavor of dairy and meat without animals. With the closing of this round, NotCo adds a
total of US$ 118 MM raised.



Farmers Business Network raised US$ 250 MM in Series F financing to expand direct
service to agricultural producers. The round was led by funds and accounts managed by
BlackRock Inc., with the participation of new investors Baron Capital Group, Balyasny
Asset Management LP and Lauryn Hill Ventures, Wolf Systems and Ron Shaich.

Local scope


Beliv, an Argentine company that owns Citric, partnered with Magnus, Marc Anthony's
company, to create, manufacture and distribute natural beverages a joint venture.



Molinos Río Del Plata sold, for US$ 20.7 MM, the land in Victoria where its offices are
located. The identity of the buyer was not disclosed, but a loan agreement was agreed
so that the Perez Companc Group's food company continues to have its offices there for
the next three years. The money raised from the sale will be used to pay off debts.
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Friar was sold to BAF Capital. The amount of the sale of this slaughterhouse that
belonged to the Vicentín family was not disclosed. BAF Capital for its part is one of
SanCor's main investors.



Bayá Casal became associated with Man Agro, an agricultural fund that sows more than
60,000 hectares. The forage input and seed company acquired 35% of the agricultural
fund. Man Agro works in 100% rented fields, and has more than 90% renewal in the
lease contracts.



Grupo Sidus acquired two local companies that belonged to the French laboratory
Pierre Fabré and collaborators. With this acquisition, the sale of transgenic potato seeds
will be developed in addition to the production of freeze-dried healthy foods.



Agrality SA purchased to Syngenta Agro, “La Ballenera” seed plant located in General
Alvarado. This acquisition will reactivate the plant that had not been operating since the
end of 2019. The plant's capacity is 250,000 bags and 50 people will be employed.



Rizobacter and Marrone Bio Innovations will form a strategic alliance to launch a new
plant health and crop nutrition technology in South America. Given the great demand
for products related to the production of soy, wheat and corn, especially in Argentina,
Uruguay and Paraguay, this alliance will seek to offer innovative inputs in terms of plant
health.
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REPORT SUMMARY
The AGRIFEX Q3-2020 REPORT presented a higher level of activity in the local Capital
Markets in relation to the two previous quarters - especially in the issuance of Corporate Bonds.
In general, these are companies that are usually financed with these instruments but we see a
favorable outlook for the issuance of Corporate Bonds by SMEs through the ON Simple program
(100% guaranteed by a third-party).
In the international context, we highlight the strong presence that FBN is achieving
in the United States. This market momentum is reflected in the consecutive investment rounds
it is closing (the last one at US $ 250 MM). Likewise, we highlight as a positive event the
disruption that the value proposition of the Chilean startup NotCo is generating with its concept
of plant-based foods.
At the local scope, we highpoint the M&A deal closed between the input sales firm
Baya Casal and the agricultural fund Man Agro. From what we understand, it was a relationship
of many years that finally resulted in this acquisition of part of the equity of the pool based on
Pergamino. Finally, the news of exports from Biogenesis Bagó is a sign of optimism that we can
really invest in research & development, launch innovative products, and sell them in
international markets. Argentina does not have to be only an exporter of commodities and this
is a clear demonstration of this.
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